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#JoinAllofUs

Thank you to NCAI for your support!
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This webinar is to provide background info for upcoming Tribal Consultations
⦿

Tribal Consultation sessions:
June 18: HHS Regional Consultation in Sacramento, CA
•
June 24: Preceding the National Congress of American Indians’ 2019 Mid Year Conference and Marketplace
•
July 16: HHS Regional Consultation in Washington, DC
•
August 21: HHS Regional Consultation in Denver, CO
•

⦿

Listening sessions:
 May 6: CRIHB in Washington, DC
June 18: USET in Nashville, TN
•
Planning for more listening sessions is underway. Additional sessions will be posted on our website when
•
confirmed.

⦿

Per the NIH Consultation protocol, the Dear Tribal Leader and Framing letters have been sent; Federal
Register Notice is being published
PDF versions and other resources available at AllofUs.nih.gov\TribalEngagement
•

Visit our website to communicate with us via email, call, & text, and sign up for a listserv for email updates!
AllofUs.nih.gov/TribalEngagement
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What Is Precision Medicine?
Precision medicine is an emerging
approach for disease treatment and
prevention that takes into account
individual variability in lifestyle,
environment, and biological makeup.

Lifestyle

Biology

It is a radical shift in how each of us can
receive the best care possible based on
our unique characteristics.
There is promising early progress in areas
like cancer, but how can we deliver
precision medicine for all conditions
and all people?

Environment

For a helpful intro to what is precision medicine, biomedical research, and more, visit:
https://www.joinallofus.org/sites/default/files/2018-07/AoU_NAT_FAQOnePager.pdf
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The All of Us Research Program
⦿

One million or more volunteers,
reﬂecting the broad diversity of the U.S.

⦿

Opportunities for volunteers to provide
data on an ongoing basis

⦿

Data will inform a variety of research
studies

⦿

Launched nationally May 6, 2018
• Over 244k have started the process
• 151k+ have completed all steps of our

•

Our mission
To accelerate health research
and medical breakthroughs,
enabling individualized
prevention, treatment,
and care for all of us

initial protocol
>51% are racial/ethnic minorities
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Who can participate?
⦿

Goal: oversample communities historically underrepresented in biomedical research to ensure that
research benefits all, e.g., rural communities, SGM, racial/ethnic minorities, Tribal communities

⦿

Participation is open to anyone:
• Age 18+
• Not incarcerated
• Any health status

⦿

⦿

Currently, self-identified AI/AN individuals:
• Are NOT being actively recruited – AOU partners are
prohibited from recruitment of AI/AN
• Will not be turned away if they choose to sign up

Geography

Socioeconomic
Status

Health
Status

Data is not yet available to researchers – anticipate initial release in
winter 2019
• Data browser – with no ability to analyze using
race/ethnicity, Tribal affiliation, or zip code – launched May
6, 2019
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What are the potential activities asked of participants in the current protocol?

Enroll, Consent and
Authorize EHR

Answer Surveys

Physical
Measurements

*Based on diverse
sampling and capacity

Provide
Biosamples*

Wearables
and Digital
Apps

*Based on diverse
sampling and capacity

Visit https://allofus.nih.gov/about/all-us-research-program-protocol
to read the full protocol or a summary document.

Participants can choose to complete some or all of the available activities. Some participants have
chosen to answer surveys, but not provide measurements & biosamples.
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Data access

Principals of data access
⦿

Broad access (more scientific brainpower per problem!)

⦿

Researcher-based data passport model

⦿

Access will be granted by data tiers

⦿

Data use will be audited and reported publicly

⦿

Data stored and used in secure enclave in cloud; cannot be
downloaded

⦿

Potentially stigmatizing research will be addressed by:

⦿

•

Transparency on data uses

•

Regular assessment

Consortium researchers have no special or early access to
the full dataset

Oversight of data access owned by two groups in our governance:
the Committee on Access, Privacy, and Security & the Research Access Board.
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Data access tiers (DRAFT)

Public

• Data that poses minimal risks to the privacy of research participants, i.e.
aggregate summary statistics.
• Anyone can access this level of data.

Registered

• Data that has some risk of identifying research participants.
• Researchers will need an account to access this data. Access will be
logged and may be audited.

Controlled

• Data that poses the most significant risks to the privacy of research
participants.
• Researchers must receive approval from the All of Us Research
Access Board to access this level of data.
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Data release timeline
AVAILABLE NOW

WINTER 2019/2020

2021 & LATER

Beta of Public Data Browser

Researcher Workbench

Additional Data Types

• Provides summary statistics
about the AOU dataset.

•

•

• Does not include any
information about AI/AN data
whatsoever.

Release of the first version of
the All of Us dataset and the
first set of researcher tools.

•

Will include survey,
measurement, and EHR data.

• Thank you to NIH Tribal
Advisory Committee for input.

Genomic data*

• Future version will likely include
sorting by race, ethnicity, &
sexual & gender minorities (but
still no AI/AN)

Add additional participants &
additional data types, including
lab test data and linkages to
external datasets.

• Begin generating genotyping &
whole genome sequencing data.

*Note: All of Us currently does not have any genotype or sequence data.

All releases dates are dependent on security & usability testing.
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Tribal engagement

Early information gathering
⦿

Spoke with Tribal leaders and researchers to gather input and feedback and build relationships
– Sept 2016-Mar 2017

⦿

Consulted with HHS and NIH colleagues – Sept 2016-Mar 2017

⦿

Attended and spoke at NIH Tribal Advisory Committee meetings – Ongoing, starting Sept 2016

⦿

Conducted an informal literature review to understand the issues – Nov 2016-Jan 2017

⦿

Discussed engagement plans with various HPO sites – Jan 2017-Mar 2017

⦿

⦿
⦿

Spoke at meetings (in-person and webinars) of Tribal organizations – Ongoing, starting May
2017
Attended Arizona’s regional conference with Tribal nations – May 25-26, 2017

Assembled a team of advisors to provide engagement advice and help plan the Tribal
Collaboration Working Group of the AOU Advisory Panel – June-Sept 2017
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Where are we in the Consultation process?
• Formed a Tribal Collaboration Working Group to provide input on collaborating with
the AI/AN community.
TCWG

Consultation &
Listening
Sessions

Implement
Feedback

• Planning formal Tribal Consultation sessions in several IHS regions during summer
2019 and at NCAI Mid Year Conference.
• Consultations will be supplemented by additional listening sessions.

• All of Us will review your input and potentially make changes to the protocol that will
apply to Tribal participants and their data.
• The program will explore Tribal partnership opportunities.
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Tribal Collaboration Working Group (TCWG)

Tribal Collaboration Working Group (TCWG)
Purpose: Provide input on strategies for developing meaningful, culturally sensitive collaborations with AI/AN
populations. Describe challenges and unique considerations and solutions for consideration. Input will inform
future Tribal Consultations.

Composition – 16 members:
⦿
Tribal leaders, researchers, providers
⦿
Community representatives
⦿
Consortium representatives and AOU staff
Timeline
⦿
First meeting October 27, 2017; group convenes nine times in total
⦿
TCWG report completed April 2018; preview of draft report presented to NIH TAC at their March 14, 2018
meeting
⦿
At TCWG’s request, from April to June 2018, All of Us requests listening sessions with Tribal organizations.
The organizations recommend the program proceed directly to consultation
⦿
Final report is posted on the All of Us website in August 201
⦿
The TCWG sunset after completion of the report. However, the group may be reconvened in the future as
needed to continue to provide advice on the engagement and retention of Native peoples
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TCWG Roster
Co-Chairs
⦿
Lynn Malerba, D.N.P., M.P.A.

⦿

Associate Professor, Colorado School of Public Health
Aurora, Colorado

Chief, Mohegan Tribe
Uncasville, Connecticut
⦿
⦿

Associate Dean for Research, Colorado School of Public Health
Aurora, Colorado
⦿

⦿

⦿

⦿

Bobby Saunkeah, RN, MSHCE, CIP
Manager, Division of Research and Population Health, Chickasaw Nation Department of Health
Ada, Oklahoma

⦿

Rachael Tracy, MPH
Research Director, Indian Health Service
Rockville, Maryland

Kevin English, Dr.P.H.
Director, Albuquerque Area Southwest Tribal Epidemiology Center
Albuquerque, New Mexico

⦿

Malia Villegas, Ed.M.

Karen Maschke, Ph.D.

⦿

David Wilson, Ph.D.

Research Scholar, The Hastings Center
Garrison, New York
⦿

Dara Richardson-Heron, M.D.
Chief Engagement Officer, AOU
Bethesda, MD

Abigail Echo-Hawk, M.A.
Chief Research Officer, Seattle Indian Health Board
Seattle, Washington

⦿

⦿

Denise Dillard, Ph.D.
Director of Research, Southcentral Foundation
Anchorage, Alaska

Liana Onnen
Chairperson, Prairie Band Potawatomi Nation
Mayetta, Kansas

Working Group Members
⦿
Murray Brilliant, Ph.D.

⦿

Marcia O’Leary
Manager, Missouri Breaks Industries Research
Eagle Butte, South Dakota

Spero Manson, Ph.D.

Director, Center for Human Genetics, Marshfield Clinic Research Institute
Marshfield, Wisconsin

Kelly Moore, M.D., J.D., FAAP

Director, Tribal Health Research Office, NIH
Bethesda, Maryland

John Molina, M.D., J.D., L.H.D.
Corporate Compliance Officer, Native Health
Phoenix, Arizona
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TCWG Report
⦿

Intended to serve as a resource for Tribal
Consultation, especially given the complexity
of the All of Us Research Program.

⦿

The TCWG elected to focus on four main
topics areas:
• All of Us governance
• Tribal sovereignty & consent
• Ethics, IRB, biospecimen storage & access,

•
⦿

and protection & benefits
Partnership & engagement opportunities

Not consensus recommendations, but a
collection of input from the TCWG members.

View the report at: AllofUs.nih.gov/TribalEngagement.
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A schematic of our input…
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TCWG Input – Overview
⦿

A research program on the scale of All of Us, with its focus on environmental and lifestyle factors in
addition to biological makeup, could be of potential benefit to Tribal nations and individuals.

⦿

If done right, All of Us could become a model of positive, bidirectional partnership on research between the
NIH & Tribal nations.

⦿

In order to succeed, All of Us will need to:
1.

Start from a position of attention to and respect for Tribal sovereignty.

2.

Acknowledge the history that American Indians and Alaska Natives have experienced with the government and
keep in mind how that shapes AI/AN perceptions about participating in government research. Special approaches
will be necessary to overcome the mistrust and fear. Also, if the program makes any mistakes or missteps, they
should be acknowledged as well.

3.

Since many of the participants will be Urban Indians, in addition to reaching out to Tribal leaders, engage with the
organizations that represent Urban Indians.

4.

Remain responsive to the AI/AN community as the program evolves.
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TCWG Input – Governance
⦿

Include a Tribal representative in All of Us governance areas:
•
•
•

•

⦿

Advisory Panel – outside experts who provide oversight & advice on vision, scientific goals, and operations
Institutional Review Board – dedicated single IRB; reviews protocol, informed consent, & participant-facing
materials
Research Access Board – oversees operationalizing program’s data access policies – include one AI/AN
representative on the board; also create a subcommittee of mostly AI/AN
Other governance groups – All of Us includes participants in their governance committees, boards, and task
forces; AI/AN participants should be included in these opportunities

Gather ongoing input from Tribes & Tribal members:
•
•

•

Periodically reconvene TCWG
Provide updates at TAC’s in-person meetings, potentially as a standing agenda item
o
Also ask TAC for assistance to share information about the program with Tribal nations and address any
issues that arise as the program enrolls AI/AN participants.
Provide updates to major organizations – IHS, epidemiology centers, NCAI, NIHB, NCUIH, UIHI, USET, etc.
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TCWG Input – Tribal Sovereignty & Consent
⦿

Obtain Tribal consent when recruiting & enrolling participants within Tribal lands/jurisdiction

⦿

Tribal consent is not required for enrollment of Urban Indians
•

However, send courtesy letters to Tribal leaders, including Urban Indian leaders, to inform them of the
program in any region where the program is recruiting participants

⦿

Produce educational videos featuring Tribal leaders, providers, researchers, and community
members/potential participants discussing their opinions about the program

⦿

Varied input regarding collection of Tribal affiliation, including:
•
•
•
•

⦿

Do not ask about Tribal affiliation
Or allow participants to provide Tribal affiliation, but do not make the information available to researchers unless
certain conditions are met
Tag the data as “self-reported”
Require researchers obtain Tribal permission before conducting/publishing a study naming a Tribe; specific
permission not required for broader studies of the AI/AN population

Offer tiered consent, so participants can opt out of certain types of studies
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TCWG Input – Ethics
⦿

IRB
Engage in respectful, bidirectional discussion with Tribal IRBs to learn from their best practices
•

•

•
⦿

o
Ask Tribal IRB representatives to provide cultural sensitivity training for AOU IRB & Research Access Board
Single IRB requirement does not apply when partnering with Tribal nations
o
Tribes and their Tribal IRB have jurisdiction when research takes place on Tribal lands
o
IHS IRB has jurisdiction when research is conducted with IHS staff or resources, or within IHS facilities
o
Not all Tribes have an IRB – may defer to regional or IHS IRB or simply to Tribal council
Even if an IRB approves the protocol, still need support from Tribal council

Biospecimen storage and access
Use a framework that emphasizes care, respect, and safeguards when talking about biospecimen storage
•
Review IHS’ data access policies to help guide the development of the program’s policies, recognizing that some
•
may not translate well given the unique nature of the All of Us Research Program

⦿

Protection and benefits
Ensure Tribal representation on the Research Access Board
•
Develop process to identify and bar organizations or individuals who have breached ethics policies
•
Ask communities about scientific questions they want to see addressed
•
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TCWG Input – Engagement and Partnerships
⦿

Sustained engagement with Tribal nations and organizations is key
Hire a dedicated Tribal liaison – ideally a native individual with a deep understanding of AI/AN culture
•
Reach out to & have conversations with Tribal nations in the region, even if recruitment is targeted at Urban Indians
•
Since AOU has enrollment sites in Arizona & Wisconsin, prioritize meeting with Tribal leaders in these two states
•

⦿

Develop clear one-page document summarizing the purpose and value of the program

⦿

Engage Tribal leaders and councils through a variety of venues:
Ask AI/AN organizations to help disseminate materials through their website, contacts, listservs
•
Create an interactive webpage to provide information and updates to Tribal leaders
•
Launch a blog or email account for Tribal leaders to send questions
•
Hold webinars after national launch to answer questions, address concerns
•
Engage with Tribal epidemiology centers
•
Organize a symposium or listening session with Tribal leaders & researchers
•
Conduct periodic visits and two-way conversations with Tribes, Tribal communities
•
Hold consultation with Tribal nations
•

⦿

Let Tribal nations know what the program has done as a result of the input provided, including any
input the program has decided not to adopt
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Questions for your consideration

Some questions for your input during consultation
⦿

All of Us recognizes there are many unique considerations when partnering with Tribal nations. What are
best practices for biomedical research initiatives?

⦿

The TCWG report outlines many points for All of Us to consider. What points in the report do you support
or disagree with?
• How do you recommend we handle the issue of Tribal affiliation?
• What guidance do Tribal nations have for All of Us to deal with individuals that enroll independently
and who self-identify as AI/AN?

⦿

What are the major research questions that are of most interest to your nation or community?

⦿

How should All of Us collaborate with Tribal nations, clinics, and organizations to enable AI/AN participation
in this program? What initial pilot partnerships should the program consider?

⦿

How may All of Us help advance research conducted by members of Tribal nations?

Our team looks forward to hearing from you!
Email: AoUTribal@nih.gov
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Thank you!

JoinAllofUs.org

@AllofUsResearch
#JoinAllofUs

AllofUs.nih.gov

Precision Medicine Initiative, PMI, All of Us, the All of Us logo, and “The Future of Health Begins with You” are service marks of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
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TRIBAL CONSULTATION SESSIONS

Tribal Consultation – NIH All of Us Research Program
⦿

NIH Tribal Advisory Committee

⦿

Dear Tribal Leader Letter
• PDF versions and other resources available at AllofUs.nih.gov\TribalEngagement

⦿

Tribal Consultation sessions:
• June 18: HHS Regional Consultation in Sacramento, CA
• June 24: National Congress of American Indians’ 2019 Mid Year Conference and
Marketplace
• July 16: HHS Regional Consultation in Washington, DC
• August 21: HHS Regional Consultation in Denver, CO

⦿

Listening sessions

AllofUs.nih.gov/TribalEngagement
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NCAI Mid Year Conference & Marketplace

www.ncai.org
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